Novel spliced form of a lens protein as a novel lung cancer antigen, Lengsin splicing variant 4.
A glutamine synthetase I family protein, Lengsin, was previously identified as a novel lens-specific transcript in the vertebrate eye. In this report, we show for the first time that Lengsin is a novel tumor-associated antigen expressed ectopically in lung cancer. Interestingly, a novel spliced form of human Lengsin termed 'splicing variant 4', gaining exon 3 that codes extra 63 amino acids, is the dominant transcript form in lung cancer cells. Lengsin mRNA could be detected in 7 of 12 (58%) lung cancer cell lines and 7 of 7 (100%) surgically resected lung cancer tissues. On the other hand, Lengsin transcripts could not be detected in normal major tissues or in other cancer cell lines, including melanoma, colorectal carcinoma, breast carcinoma and hepatocellular carcinoma. In addition, knockdown of Lengsin mRNA with RNAi caused cell death and a decrease of cell viability, suggesting that Lengsin has some essential role in cell survival. Since the lens is an immune-privileged site, we regard Lengsin as a highly immunogenic cancer antigen. Anti-Lengsin autoantibodies were detectable in sera of lung cancer patients, although these patients did not show any lens-related disturbances. Hence, Lengsin splicing variant 4 might be an immunogenic lung cancer-specific antigen that is suitable as a diagnostic marker and for molecular targeting therapy, including immunotherapy.